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NEW QUESTION: 1
与えられた：
出力は何ですか？
A. 私は配列です
B. 私はオブジェクト配列です
C. 私はオブジェクトです
D. 1行目のエラーが原因でコンパイルが失敗します。
Answer: D
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
In the WLAN site survey test obstruction attenuation, signal source need to be placed in the
right position, make its and under test without any barrier between obstacles, and keep a
certain distance. Because the field intensity fluctuation near the signal source is large, the test
will be inaccurate.
A. True
B. False
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Martin Hagemann, CFA, works for a large brokerage firm in Frankfurt, Germany. Hagemann has
been hired by Tryssen AG, a global research-based company that is preparing to go public after
a long history of operating privately. The need to raise substantial amounts of capital to fund
research and development activities is seen as the key motivation for the change in policy.
Tryssen is engaged in the discovery, development, manufacture, marketing, and sale of
medical products.
Hagemann's first task is to recommend an exchange upon which Tryssen stock can be traded.
One possibility is the Deutsche Bourse. The Deutsche Bourse operates primarily as a
continuous order-driven system. Another alternative that Tryssen is considering is to list on a
different exchange that operates as a price-driven system.
As an alternative, Tryssen may choose to list as an American Depository Receipt (ADR). ADRs are
negotiable U.S. securities that usually represent a non-U.S. based company's publicly traded
equity.
Although typically denominated in U.S. dollars, depository receipts can also be denominated in
euros.
Depository receipts can be eligible to trade on all U.S. stock exchanges as well as on many
European stock exchanges.
The increasing demand for depository receipts is driven by the desire of individual and
institutional investors to diversify their portfolios, reduce risk and invest internationally in the
most efficient manner possible. While most investors recognize the benefits of global
diversification, there are many challenges presented when investing directly in local trading
markets. Obstacles can include inefficient trade settlements, uncertain custody services, and
costly currency conversions. Depository receipts overcome many of the inherent operational
and custodial hurdles inherent in international investing. Tryssen has decided to access the
U.S. market by involving itself in an ADR program. Tryssen has decided to save itself a lot of
trouble, however, by not complying with SEC registration and reporting requirements.
As an alternative to ADRs, investors interested in increasing their exposure to international
investments can choose to acquire exchange traded funds (ETFs). Hagemann researches the
advantages and disadvantages of ETFs.
Execution costs are always a concern, and perhaps even more so for international investors. At
the present time, Tryssen AG is most concerned with how reliably it can estimate trading costs.
As part of the cost estimation process, Hagemann is asked to provide a report on the
advantages and disadvantages of techniques used to reduce execution costs.
Trysse AG proceeds to list on the Frankfurt exchange, and a U.S. affiliate of Hagemann's
company starts to aggressively promote the stock. A U.S. investor buys 200 shares of Tryssen at
a price of €20 per share.
At time of purchase, the exchange rate is €1 = $1.15. One month later Tryssen pays a dividend of
€0.25 per share, and investors are subject to a withholding tax of 20%. The U.S. investor is
eligible to claim a tax credit of $0.06 per share. At the time the dividend was paid, the shares
had jumped to €24 each and the
U.S. dollar had weakened to €1 = $ 1.20. The shares were sold just after the dividend was paid.
Which of the following represents a correct advantage and a correct disadvantage for the
indicated approach that is aimed at reducing execution costs?
A. Internal crossing can result in best execution but opportunities are rare.
B. Principal trades assure immediacy but result in large opportunity costs.
C. The use of futures reduces opportunity costs but involves additional risk.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The use of futures will reduce the opportunity cost element of execution costs but will also
create basis risk if the correlation between the futures contract and the price of the traded

security is low. The internal crossing technique is expected to minimize costs but it will not
generate the best execution, which is generally associated with an agency trade. With external
crossing, anonymity is an advantage. Finally, principal trades minimize opportunity costs.
(Study Session 10, LOS 34.d)

NEW QUESTION: 4
If you want to create an open authentication security template, the following correct
configuration is.
A. AC-WLAN-view] security-profile name security-1 id 1
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] open authentication-method open-system
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] security-policy open
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] quit
B. AC-WLAN-view] security-profile name security-1 id 1
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] wpa authentication-method open-system
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] security-policy wpa
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] quit
C. AC-WLAN-view] security-profile name security-1 id 1
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] wpa2 authentication-method open-system
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] security-policy wpa2
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] quit
D. AC-WLAN-view] security-profile name security-1 id 1
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] wep authentication-method open-system
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] security-policy wep
[AC-WLAN-sec-prof-security-1] quit
Answer: D
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